WHAT’S NEW
at the
Bozeman Public Library

NOVEMBER 2012
Fiction

Fobbit. David Abrams
The Time Keeper. Mitch Albom
The Dog Walker. Corwyn Alvarez
Enchanting Lily. Anjali Banerjee
Ancient Light. John Banville
Toby’s Room. Pat Barker
In the Kingdom of Men. Kim Barnes
The Forever Marriage. Ann Bauer
The Water Children. Anne Berry
Ties that Bind. Marie Bostwick
San Miguel. T. Coraghesshan Boyle
The Absolutist. John Boyne
The Operative. Andrew Britton
Hidden in Dreams. Davis Bunn
The Heart’s Journey. Barbara Cameron
Into the Free. Julie Cantrell
Ben Armstrong’s Strange Trip Home. David A. Cates
Telegraph Avenue. Michael Chabon
Bella Fortuna. Rosanna Chiofalo
Beautiful Lies. Clare Clark
Tidewater Inn. Colleen Coble
When Love Comes My Way. Lori Copeland
The Orchardist. Amanda Coplin
The Tombs. Clive Cussler
Double Play. B.J. Daniels
The Panther. Nelson DeMille
Fallen Masters. John Edward
A Cupboard Full of Coats. Yvonne Edwards
The Round House. Louise Erdrich
The Unfaithful Queen. Carolynn Erickson
Winter of the World. Ken Follett
The Cursing Mommy's Book of Days. Ian Frazier
Red Star Burning. Brian Freemantle
Vlad. Carlos Fuentes
A Gentleman Undone. Cecilia Grant
Jasmine Nights. Julia Gregson
The Racketeer. John Grisham
The Secret Book of Frida Kahlo. F. Haghenebek
Boloeto. Alyson Hagy
Gone. Cathi Hanauer
Daughters for a Time. Jennifer Handford
Lethal Legacy. Irene Hannon
Peaches for Father Francis. Joanne Harris
May We be Forgiven. A.M. Homes
A Working Theory of Love. Scott Hutchins
Spartacus. Ben Kane
The Headmaster's Wager. Vincent Lam
A Different Kind of Normal. Cathy Lamb
Live by Night. Dennis Lehugh
A Man of Honor. Loree Lough
Finding Casey. Jo-Ann Mapson
Jane. Robin Maxwell
Hemlock Grove. Brian McGreevy
How I Came to Sparkle Again. Kaya McLaren
The Heart Broke In. James Meek
Shadow of the Rock. Thomas Mogford
Election Day. Jim Moore
The Life of Objects. Susanna Moore
The Secret Keeper. Kate Morton
What the Nanny Saw. Fiona Neill
The Wine of Solitude. Irene Nemirovsky
Black Dahlia & White Rose. Joyce Carol Oates
The Lincoln Conspiracy. Timothy L. O’Brien
The Garden of Happy Endings. Barbara O’Neal
The Forgiven. Lawrence Osborne
Silent House. Orhan Pamuk
It’s Fine by Me. Per Petterson
We Sinners. Hanna Pylvainen
Calling Invisible Women. Jeanne Ray
Proof. Jordyn Redwood
The Casual Vacancy. J.K. Rowling
Black Fridays. Michael Sears
The Innocents. Francesca Segal
Ten Girls to Watch. Charity Shumway
Reunion. Lauraine Snelling
Motherland. Amy Sohn
We Sinners. Tip Harris
Calling Invisible Women. Patrick Taylor
Motherland. Joanna Trollope
Trouble & Triumph. Juan Pablo Villalobos
An Irish Country Wedding. Carolyn Wall
The Soldier's Wife. David Wellington
Down the Rabbit Hole. Irvine Welsh
Playing with Matches. Joan Wickersham
32 Fangs. Antoine Wilson
Skagboys. Don Winslow
The News from Spain. David Wong
Panorama City. Lee Woodruff
The Kings of Cool. "Those We Love Most."
Mystery

Vultures at Twilight.
Talking to the Dead.
Dead Scared.
Low Pressure.
Kill You Twice.
The Age of Doubt.
Frozen Heat.
Flowers for Her Grave.
The Crime of Julian Wells.
The Bone Bed.
The Conviction.
Death and Transfiguration.
Burning Midnight.
A Pimp’s Notes.
The Namesake.
Dick Francis's Bloodline.
The Skeleton Box.
The Case of the Deadly Butter Chicken.
The Fear Artist.
Curse of the Jade Lily.
Sleep No More.
Potboiler.
Garment of Shadows.
The Stonecutter.
Fire Season.
Cop to Corpse.
The Formula for Murder.
Phantom.
Nights of Awe.
The Beautiful Mystery.
A Sunless Sea.
Hellbox.
Don't Cry, Tai Lake.
A Fistful of Collars.
Mad River.
Deadly Politics.
The Last Refuge.
Powers of Arrest.
An Unmarked Grave.
Off the Grid.
Sea Change.
The Last Policeman.
Severe Clear.

Science Fiction

Queen's Hunt.
Orion and King Arthur.
A Million Heavens.
Existence.
Caliban's War.

Large Type

The Sandcastle Girls.
Guilt by Degrees.
Death Benefit.
Gone Girl.
The Ideal Man.
Believing the Lie.
In One Person.
Istanbul Passage.
Defending Jacob.
Sacre Bleu.
Love Finds a Home.
Love's Unending Legacy.
The Devil's Light.
Chasing the Sun.
The Great Escape.
A Night Like This.
The Casual Vacancy.
The Prisoner of Heaven.
The Fallen Angel.
Portrait of a Spy.
Friends Forever.
Maine.
The Shoemaker's Wife.

Charles Atkins
Harry Bingham
S. J. Bolton
Sandra Brown
Chelsea Cain
Andrea Camilleri
Richard Castle
Judy Clemens
Thomas H. Cook
Patricia Cornwell
Robert Dugoni
Gerald Elias
Loren D. Estleman
Conor Fitzgerald
Felix Francis
Bryan Gruley
Irish Johansen
Jesse Kellerman
Laurie R. King
Camilla Lackberg
Jon Loomis
Peter Lovesey
Carol McCleary
Jo Nesbo
Harri Nykanen
Louise Penny
Anne Perry
Bill Pronzini
Qiu Xiaolong
Spencer Quinn
John Sandford
Maggie Sefton
Marcia Talley
Jon Talton
Charles Todd
P.J. Tracy
Karen White
Ben H. Winters
Stuart Woods

The Twelve.
Mortal.
A Guile of Dragons.
The Black Opera.
Into the Woods.
Silver.
The Walking Dead.
The Road to Woodbury.
Stormdancer.
Redoubt.
Sky Dragons.
The Gift of Fire.
By the Blood of Heroes.
Something Red.
Sharps.
Terminal Point.
Mr. Penumbra's 24-hour Bookstore.
The Lord of Mountains.
Osiris.
Advent.
Among Others.
Seed.
The Return Man.

Chris Bohjalian
Marcia Clark
Robin Cook
Gillian Flynn
Julie Garwood
Elizabeth George
John Irving
Joseph Kanon
William Landay
Christopher Moore
Janette Oke
Janette Oke
Richard North Patterson
Tracie Peterson
Susan Elizabeth Phillips
Julia Quinn
J.K. Rowling
Carlos Ruiz Zafon
Daniel Silva
Daniel Silva
Danielle Steel
J. Courtney Sullivan
Adriana Trigiani
Nonfiction

004 Computing. Paul E. Ceruzzi
004.165 The New iPad Fully Loaded. Alan Hess
006.7 Creating a Website. Matthew MacDonald
082 101 Motivational Mantras. Earnest Carpediem
153.4 The 7 Laws of Magical Thinking. M. Huston
155.9 Situations Matter. Sam Sommers
158.1 How Will You Measure Your Life? C. Christensen
200 God Is Not One. Stephen Prothero
200.8 Then We'll Sing a New Song. Mary Ann Clark
200.82 Circling Faith. Wendy Reed
211.6 How to be Secular. Jacques Berlinerblau
211.8 The God Delusion. Richard Dawkins
234 Grace. Max Lucado
236.24 Getting Into Heaven--and Out Again! A. Gralle
241 Economy of Love. Darin Peterson
241.4 Enough. Will Davis, Jr.
241.63 God Believes in Love. Gene Robinson
248.246 They Thought for Themselves. Sid Roth
248.32 Divine Alignment. Squire Rushnell
277.3 Bad Religion. Ross Douthat
283 Still. Lauren F. Winner
289.3092 Brigham Young, Pioneer Prophet. J. Turner
294.30975 Dixie Dharma. Jeff Wilson
294.3444 Not Quite Nirvana. Rachel Neuman
297.0973 Moving the Mountain. Feisal Abdul-Rauf
297.12261 The Story of the Quran. Ingrid Mattson
297.63 Muhammad. Jonathan Brown
304.64 Mortality. Christopher Hitchens
323.442 The Right to be Wrong. Kevin S. Hasson
324.7 The Victory Lab. Sasha Issenberg
327.73055 The Twilight War. David Crist
330.973 Predator Nation. Charles Ferguson
331 Shadowbosses. Mallory Factor
338.7 Birdseye. Mark Kurlansky
342.73 The Whistleblower's Handbook. S. Kohn
359.984 No Easy Day. Mark Owen
364.152ynch 1972. David Clay Large
364.1523 The Stranger Beside Me. Ann Rule
371.102 How Learning Works. Susan A. Ambrose
372.6 Connecting Comics to Curriculum. K. Gavigan
378.001 The Victims' Revolution. Bruce Bawer
378.7468 Sex and God at Yale. Nathan Harden
427 The Ascent of the A-Word. Geoffrey Nunberg
428.2 More Badder Grammar! Sharon Eliza Nichols
510 The Joy of X. Steven Strogatz
516 Measurement. Paul Lockhart
523 The New Astronomy Guide. Patrick Moore
526.0285 GIS Cartography. Gretchen N. Peterson
531.55 Backyard Ballistics. William Gurstelle
551.5 Air. William Bryant Logan
559.89 Lost Antarctica. James Mc Clintock
598.864 Gifts of the Crow. John Marzluff
612.01427 The Spark of Life. Frances Ashcroft
612.399 The Vitamin D Cure. James Dowd
612.8 Phi. Giulio Tononi
613.0438 The Baby Boomer Diet. Donna Gates
613.2 Eating Well, Living Better. Michael Fenster
613.25 Today. Joy Bauer
613.284 The Omega-3 Effect. William Sears
613.71 Ballet Beautiful. Mary Helen Bowers
613.713 Starting Strength. Mark Rippetoe
614.43 Spillover. David Quammen
616.042 The Science of Human Perfection. N. Comfort
616.834 How I Survived Multiple Sclerosis. Sid Baron
616.89 Nutrient Power. William J. Walsh
616.9 The Body Ecology Diet. Donna Gates
616.97 An Epidemic of Absence. M. Velasquez-Manoff
617.1 Concussions and Our Kids. Robert Cantu
618.1 Everyone has a Tipped Uterus. Melissa Wolf
618.2 The Mother of All Pregnancy Books. A. Douglas
618.9289 Healing Young Brains. Robert W. Hill
635.9 Slow Gardening. Felder Rushing
635.965 The Unexpected Houseplant. Tovah Martin
636.08 Little Boy Blue. Kim Kavin
636.089 The Royal Treatment. Barbara Royal
636.5 The Illustrated Guide to Chickens. Celia Lewis
636.5 A Chicken in Every Yard. Robert Litt
640.73 Money Secrets of the Amish. Lorilee Craker
641.34 The Big Book of Juices. Natalie Savona
641.5 Appetite for Life. Stacey Antine
641.5 Feasting on Asphalt. Alton Brown
641.5 Savory Sweet Life. Alice Currah
641.53 Salty Snacks. Cynthia Nims
641.56318 Healing Foods. Sandra Ramacher
641.5636 Vegan Indian Cooking. Anupy Singla
641.5884 The Mexican Slow Cooker. D. Schneider
641.5973 At Home on the Range. Margaret Y. Potter
641.64 The Seasonal Baker. John Barricelli
641.654 Leafy Greens. Mark Bittman
641.691 Afield. Jesse Griffiths
641.815 Flour Water Salt Yeast. Ken Forkish
641.873 Clone Brews. Toss Szamatauskli
641.875 The Juicing Bible. Pat Crocker
647.9573 Diners, Drive-Ins, Dives. Guy Fieri
650.1 Cursive Writing! Donald Kinney
658.022 Small Business for Dummies. Eric Tyson
658.4 The Advantage. Patrick Lencioni
658.409 Delivering Happiness. Tony Hsieh
658.85 Malled. Caitlin Kelly
659.2 Get Seen. Steve Garfield
711.4 Against Architecture. Franco La Cecla
720.103 Toward a Minor Architecture. Jill Stoner
720.92 Frank Lloyd Wright, 1867-1959. B. Pfeiffer
728.3 Tiny Homes. Lloyd Kahn
The Commissar.
Crash.
Curb Your Enthusiasm.
The Dark Knight.
Dear Frankie.
Desperado.
The Fast Runner.
Flash Gordon.
Freaks and Geeks.
The French Connection.
Giant.
The Guardian.
The Hedgehog.
Hoosiers.
The Hurt Locker.
Indiana Jones and the Temple of Doom.
Jesse Stone.
Jesus Christ Superstar.
Lady in White.
Life of Brian.
Miracle.
Munich.
No Country for Old Men.
Northanger Abbey.
Nosferatu.
Notting Hill.
Prince of Foxes.
Proof.
Quadrophenia.
Raging Bull.
Rashomon.
Rear Window.
The Roaring Twenties.
Rocky.
Roman Holiday.
The Royal Tenenbaums.
A Separation.
Snow White & the Huntsman.
Sons of Anarchy.
Suburban Girl.
Sunset Boulevard.
To Kill a Mockingbird.
Taxi Driver.
Terminator 3.
There Will be Blood.
Urban Cowboy.
Vera.
Victory.
We Were Soldiers.
Wimbledon.
Winter's Bone.

Foreign Language
954.14 LAPIERR 1985 (FRENCH)
La Cite de la Joie. Dominique Lapierre
CAMUS (FRENCH)
L'etranger. Albert Camus
FLAUBER (FRENCH)
Madame Bovary. Gustave Flaubert
IZZO (FRENCH)
Total Kheops. Jean-Claude Izzo
778.92 GROB 2012 (GERMAN)
Industrious. Marco Grob
STEINBE (ICELANDIC)
Mys og Menn. John Steinbeck
ALVAREZ (SPANISH)
En el Tiempo de las Mariposas. Julia Alvarez
RIVERA (SPANISH)
Santa Maria de las Flores Negras. H. Rivera Letelier
KLACKEN (SWEDISH)
Domd pa Forhand. Tove Klackenberg